Specifications

Deliver up to six independent streams of pure, high-resolution audio to a multi-room system. A new generation of the world’s first cloud based media server, the MMS-5A will store, sync, schedule and stream an entire music collection alongside the most popular online streaming services.
**Audiophile Quality Sound**
Supports reference quality, high resolution 24-bit/192kHz content, perfectly rendered through analog, coaxial digital and USB outputs.

**Mass Content**
Play uncompressed, lossless audio formats, and complete the infinite playlist with the most popular streaming services, internet radio and music via AirPlay.

**Cloud Access**
Aggregate music across multiple Mirage Media Servers into a single collection, and synchronize fragmented libraries automatically.

**Virtually Unlimited Zones**
Distribute up to six independent streams of audio up to as many as 96 zones with any combination of Mirage Amplifiers.

**Integrated Control Options**
Standalone control options include the Mirage Media Controller app for iOS and Android devices, Airplay control and the Mirage web interface.

Pre-programmed control modules are available to integrate with all of the major control systems: Crestron, Control4, RTI, Savant, URC, AMX and others.